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JENETTA
A classic Mylne 12-Meter,
raised and rebuilt
by Sam Fortescue

O

n November 11, 2009, the hulk of the 12-Meterclass sloop JENETTA was raised to the surface
of Pitt Lake in British Columbia. The yacht had
recently succumbed to years of neglect and sunk at
her mooring. This might have been the end of her,
save for the efforts of the German shipyard owner
and silversmith Oliver Berking.
Berking (see WB No. 258) has long had a love affair
with Meter yachts. The day after JENETTA’s sinking, he
“rang the Canadian owner” from his home in Flensburg, Germany. “We agreed a price. Then I had to
speak to the International 12-Meter Association. There
wasn’t much original material left…would they accept
her as an original?” The answer was positive and, with-

out hesitation, Berking proceeded with the purchase.
The salvage operation was rough on the boat’s fragile remains; when laid on her side on the barge, she
broke into three pieces. The lead ballast keel and a few
chunks of not-so-rotten planks and frames were shipped
to Germany in a container and piled in a heap in a corner of Berking’s shipyard, where they remained for
seven years. I asked him about the pile of tinder during
a 2017 visit, and he forbade me to photograph it. At the
time he was still waiting for an owner to invest in the
rebuild project, and wanted no dispiriting photograph
to get out.
Now, after an intensive 18-month rebuilding that
cost a reported €1.5 million (about $1.65 million) and
20,000 man-hours, the boat is probably stronger than
she ever was. She has four co-owners, including Berking, who became a silent partner in order to get the
project going. “I sold only part of the boat,” he told me
as we watched JENETTA racing again for the first time
in about 60 years. “But it was so big that I said, ‘Look,
we just have to start.’”

W

ar was looming in 1938 when Sir William
Parker Burton commissioned the Scottish
yacht designer Alfred Mylne to design JENETTA , which was the third 12-Meter that Burton had
commissioned from Mylne. She was to be each man’s
swan song.

INA STEINHUSEN

ALFRED MYLNE ARCHIVES (BOTH)

Previous page—The 12-Meter-class sloop JENETTA was raised from the bottom of Pitt Lake in Canada in 2009, and has been
recently rebuilt by Robbe & Berking Classics of Flensburg, Germany. As Robbe & Berking proprietor Oliver Berking says
lightheartedly, “She is 63 percent original by weight, thanks to the 17 tons of lead in her keel.” Below left—Englishman
William Parker Burton commissioned JENETTA’s design with Alfred Mylne in 1938; she was Burton’s third and final Mylnedesigned 12-Meter. Below right—JENETTA was built in Scotland at Bute Slip Dock, which was run by Mylne’s brother, Charles.
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Burton, who had made his wealth building a national
wholesale grocery empire, was a consummate yachtsman. He had skippered SHAMROCK IV, the British
challenger for the 1920 AMERICA’s Cup. Later, he
worked with several designers trying to find the ideal
12-Meter. First, in 1924, he went to Johann Anker (see
WB No. 239), who designed and built NORESKA for
him. In 1926, he bought the Fife 12-Meter MODESTY
while she was under construction. The next year he
ordered IYRUNA from Charles Nicholson.
In 1931, Burton turned to Mylne, with whom he had
worked in 1905 to build the 80' centerboard sloop BRITOMART. The new 12-Meter resulting from that commission was VERONICA , and she was initially described as
“rather dull and sluggish in light winds,” by Anthony
Heckstall-Smith of Yachting World. But she underwent a
rig change during the winter of 1932–33, and that set
her up for a blistering performance in 1933. Moving
the mast aft not only improved her looks, according to
Heckstall-Smith, but also made her faster in light airs.
She had 22 first-place finishes, 13 seconds, and 7 thirds
out of 50 starts in the British season. The following year
she was less successful, and lost her mast in the last race
of the season.
Burton commissioned a second 12-Meter, MARINA
(see sidebar), from Mylne. This yacht built on the lessons learned with VERONICA , especially regarding the
rig. Her novelty lay in the use of jumper struts to support the upper portion of the mast so there was no
need to attach an outer forestay to the stemhead. This
improved the set of the jib upwind and
simplified spinnaker handling. She led
the field in 1935 and 1936, beating British archrivals WESTRA and FLICA . Nonetheless, by 1937 she was starting to show
her age, managing only third place over
the season and being dismasted twice. In
Every third frame in the new JENETTA is of
stainless steel; the frequency increases to
every other frame in the maststep region.
These frames were cut by water jet and
welded together. The slots in the keel are
for the intermediate frames, which are of
laminated ash.
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1938 she again placed third. It was time for a new boat,
and with Burton aged 74, he knew it was likely to be
his last.
This time, Mylne and Burton had their eyes firmly
set on the American 12-Meters. Olin Stephens had
designed two very competitive yachts in short order. A
third was on the drawing board for Harold S. Vanderbilt, specifically intended to challenge the British
12-Meters in their home waters. She was to become
VIM. So much was at stake, then, with the design and
build of JENETTA .
The ample correspondence between Burton and
Mylne discusses everything from the competition to the
most minuscule of design details. In March 1939, Burton sent Mylne a newspaper clipping about the evolution of VIM. On the 21st of that month, Mylne
responded: “It certainly will be safer to wait and see
what the American boat is like because these newspaper figures are very seldom correct. 45ft in the waterline is a very short boat, and if this length is correct, she
will be 6" less than one of last year’s ‘Twelves’ by the
same designer.”
He went on to discuss another new 12-Meter, Hugh
Goodson’s FLICA II, then being built by Fife to a Laurent Giles design. “The ends of the former boat are
more tucked in and she gets additional sail on that
account, but she will not have the sailing length at
speed.” Then, in a line that demonstrates the depth of
understanding between the two men: “We shall be all
right if we can get ours along in the light stuff.”
Mylne finishes by giving Burton a detailed update
on the state of the build, which was taking place in
Scotland at Bute Slip Dock—the yard run by his brother,
Charles. JENETTA’s plank seams were splined with
mahogany by then, which was a departure from the
original plan of using oakum and red-lead putty. Her
full specification was based on that of MARINA , and
extends to 11 pages of detailed text in the purple ink of
early duplicators. Scrawled notes and crossings-out
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The sunken JENETTA was so weakened by age and neglect
that she broke into three pieces when raised in 2009. That
was of little consequence, because the boat’s entire structure
would be replaced. Save for an honorary chunk of original
timber, she is a new boat.

ROBBE & BERKING

Lennard Voigt, a boatbuilder at Robbe & Berking Classics,
fine-tunes the edge of a plank for the new JENETTA .

bear witness to the alterations made by Burton, and
they paint an interesting picture of a man who spared
no expense in matters of performance, but was very
willing to save a penny or two elsewhere. For example,
the Honduras mahogany planking was beefed up from
1.28" (19⁄32") to 1.46" (115⁄32"), but the requirement for “the
inside of the plank throughout to be scraped bright
and varnished” was duly amended to “where exposed.”
Meanwhile the words “with silk tapestry side panels”
have been scored out in the description of the mahogany
bulkheads in the cabin and saloon. Why spend money
on such niceties?
On the other hand, Burton switched from English
elm for the keel and oak for the stem to more expensive
mahogany for both, “as near as possible 35lb per cubic
foot.” Original plans for steering gear with a forged
steel tiller were upgraded to a “rack and pinion type by
rudder wheel of ample size,” and a novel system incorporating a thrust bearing was developed for the rudder.
There are reports that the cabin doors employed an
early form of mahogany-veneered foam-sandwich construction to keep weight down, although there is no
sign of it in the specifications. On deck, JENETTA had a
single coffee grinder driving a large winch and the
standing rigging was of galvanized-steel wire.

12-Meters to scrap for the honors. “One could not say
how JENETTA and TOMAHAWK compared to each
other, or with the other boats EVAINE and TRIVIA ,” The
Times concluded.
The next day’s racing saw a clear win from VIM,
which maneuvered more smartly than the British boats
and cemented a small lead during the long windward
beat. JENETTA finished second on the 24-mile race, a
full 3 minutes 46 seconds behind VIM. The Times
observed that JENETTA had “slowly but remorselessly”
overhauled T.O.M. Sopwith’s TOMAHAWK .
On the passage race down to Southend the following
weekend, the formula was repeated. VIM stretched out
a long lead of more than 11 minutes during more than
eight hours of racing, with JENETTA leading the British
boats. There was much talk of VIM ’s better rig, but The
Times is clear: “My own view is the hull of VIM is not all
that superior to the British. So far she has won her races
mainly by sailing them better than others have done.”
The monotonous story of VIM ’s success was repeated
throughout the subsequent Southend Regatta, and
again at the Ramsgate Regatta. JENETTA retired on day
two after accidentally obstructing VIM, which was
beaten by EVAINE and TOMAHAWK , to jubilation from
the press. The high point of the summer came on June
29 at the Plymouth Regatta. Steered by 75-year-old Burton, JENETTA sneaked a two-second win over VIM at the
end of the 27-mile race in strong southwesterlies. The
two yachts lay beam-to-beam on the final downwind leg
to the finish line, “spinnakers bellying with wind.”
But within hours of The Times signing off its report
with the words, “is there anything finer than such a
hard race upon the sea on such a day?” an ugly complication had arisen. Stepping back ashore, Harold

I
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n a short-lived racing career that covered just a few
months in the summer of 1939, JENETTA made a
mixed impression. She was up against three other
new British Twelves— ORNSAY, TOMAHAWK , and
FLICA II—as well as Vanderbilt’s new VIM, which had
been shipped to England as deck cargo and made her
first appearance in Harwich on June 9.
That debut race was closely scrutinized, and The
Times’ yachting correspondent reported afterward that
VIM sailed clear of JENETTA despite a poorer start.
“Under a Genoa gib [sic] bigger and cut lower in the
foot than those carried by the British yachts, she sailed
so beautifully to windward that at the Beach End buoy,
she had got a most useful lead of a half a minute.”
In the end both yachts were disqualified for turning
around the wrong buoy, leaving the other British
JENETTA is the third 12-Meter to be built by Robbe & Berking;

she is the first to have been built upside-down there.
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Vanderbilt lodged a protest claiming that JENETTA
had borne down on VIM on the finish line—her protest flag having not been spotted at the time. The
protest was upheld by the Race Committee of the Royal
Plymouth Corinthian Yacht Club, and JENETTA was
disqualified. VIM won the next race.
By the start of Cowes Week on July 29, Sopwith’s
TOMAHAWK was emerging as the strongest British
yacht. Of JENETTA , there was little mention, although

she is conspicuous by her absence in this note from The
Times: “ TOMAHAWK is perhaps the best of the British
boats. Many have the highest hopes for the new FLICA ,
however, when she has found her proper form.”
JENETTA landed a number of third places in the rest
of the season, but never again menaced VIM. The Mylne
boat’s early promise was not fulfilled; before any chance
of further refinements, conflict overran Europe. On
September 3, 1939, Britain and France declared war on
Germany. Like many yachts, JENETTA was laid up, and
we hear little more about her until peace returned in
1945. But by then, Sir William Parker Burton had died
and the world had changed dramatically. She would
not return to her state of prewar grace for 75 years.

I

Mylne’s Other 12-Meter

I

f VIM was JENETTA’s chief adversary, then
MARINA was her competitive older sister. She
was a fast boat on the 1935 and 1936 British yachting circuit. It would have been fascinating to see
how the two Mylne 12-Meters performed head-tohead, but MARINA was wrecked in 1947 when her
tow parted in the Irish Sea and she ran onto
rocks. The two boats never raced each other.
However, of all the Mylne yachts in the archive
(www.mylne.com), it is the prospect of seeing this
one rebuilt that most excites naval architect David
Gray. “Mylne’s comment on VIM was that her
underwater shape more closely resembled
MARINA ,” he says. “The truth is we do not know
how MARINA compared with JENETTA or VIM as
they never sailed against each other. There is no
doubt MARINA was a fast boat [and] would be a
great candidate—she was another beautiful Burton Twelve.”
At 68' 6", she was 2' 8" shorter on deck than
JENETTA and a full 2' shorter at the waterline,
making her slower downwind. But she could set
100 sq ft more canvas, possibly giving her an edge
upwind, especially in light airs.
Robbe & Berking has an exclusive agreement
to build the 12-Meter designs in the Mylne archive,
of which there are 10 in total—some of them gaffriggers dating from 1908 to 1909.
—SF
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t was said that Duncan Currie, the mastman of
J-class ENDEAVOUR in 1937, kept an eye on JENETTA during the war. What we do know is that, after
the war, she was converted for cruising by a certain L.J.
Clements. He added an engine and some small comforts below, including a little fireplace near the mast.
This is according to Randall Cunningham, a Canadian,
who spent much time aboard her as a boy in the late
1950s and on into the ’70s.
From 1947, JENETTA appears in Lloyd’s Register as the
property of A.W. Steven, who is said to have raced her
quite successfully under handicap. But he was more
than 80 years old, and when he died in 1952 the family
was uncertain what to do with her.
This marks the start of the second great period of
her life. Douglas and Wavell Urry, who were brothers
and thriving engineers based in Vancouver, British
Columbia, decided they wanted a special boat and
came to Britain in 1953 to find one. Uffa Fox, the legendary designer and writer, showed them various
yachts, including FLICA . But they fell for JENETTA .
They purchased her, hired the naval architect Robert
Clark to refit her for cruising, and then sailed her up to
Scotland for the Clyde Fortnight regatta before shipping her to Vancouver on the deck of a Royal Mail
freighter.
“She arrived in 1954 with a ketch rig, double headsail, loose-footed main, and minus 10,000 lbs of ballast,” says Cunningham. “The backstays for the main
were operated from two Highfield levers near the helm,
and it was remarkable how easily the boat could be
sailed.” He recalls that, “even when in their 70s,” the
Urrys “could sail the boat themselves. You could put the
wheel over not quite half a turn and she would go round
in her own length.” For many years she was the largest
boat at the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club.
Even then it seems that the boat wasn’t in great
shape. “My dad was aboard for the Swiftsure race in the
late ’50s,” but they withdrew when the yacht started taking on water. “She was very seldom raced,” he says.
The last Urry brother died in 1972, and in 1976 the
boat disappears from the register. “The widow offered
the boat to my father, and my brother and I pleaded
with him to get it,” says Cunningham. “But he showed
us the troubles in the bilge and sadly, but probably
wisely, he declined. I thank Heavens I never got my
hands on her.”

ULF SOMMERWERCK

With her hull planking complete, JENETTA was moved outside from her building shed, where two mobile cranes carefully rolled
the hull upright. In keeping with the spirit of Burton’s instructions, the hull interior was painted only where it would be visible.

Instead, with her steel frames and floors beginning
to rust seriously, and hogging in the hull where the
mizzenmast was stayed, she passed to a troop of Sea
Scouts in Victoria, British Columbia. “She became
somewhat unsightly with a monstrous doghouse
attached,” Cunningham says.
In 1985 she was owned by Tom Holmes, who moved
her to Pitt Lake, northeast of Vancouver. He ’glassed
over the deck and replaced a few planks, but it appears
she had very little use and deteriorated further. It was
on Holmes’s watch that the boat eventually sank.

I

ngo Steinhusen is a wiry-looking man who led
Robbe & Berking’s boatbuilding team in the reconstruction of JENETTA . The first job was to digitize
the original lines drawn by Mylne. This yielded scantlings for the structural steel components, which were to
be cut by water-jet and welded. The new boat has stainless steel on every third frame, increasing to every other
frame around the maststep. The wooden frames are of
laminated ash and the stringers and deckbeams of
Douglas-fir.
Although JENETTA is the third 12-Meter to emerge
from Berking’s yard, she is the first to have been built
upside down. The steel frames were erected on a platform about a foot off the ground, then the massive laminated sipo mahogany keel slotted into them. The keel
was notched to receive the frame heels.
The 11⁄2"-thick planking is sipo below the waterline
and lighter khaya above. The planking was edge-glued
with epoxy. When fully planked, the entire hull was
coated with epoxy. One of JENETTA’s co-owners, Tomi
Müller, explains the build philosophy: “Our desire was
to have the boat as close to original as possible, but we
are no longer sailing in oilskins…you are allowed
modern ropes, different types of sail.”

Two huge mobile cranes inverted the hull, and they
were carefully rigged with extra-wide strops. Although
the cradled hull was missing her lead keel and the substantial deadwood, the lean form of a 12-Meter, with its
sharp stem and elegant counter stern, was clear. And in
with the spirit of Burton’s original instructions regarding interior varnish, the inner surface of the planking
was painted only where visible.
When the time came to attach the ballast keel, there
was a hitch—a big one. The team discovered that the
original keel had a kink in it. “We built the boat with
her two sides exactly equal. When we tried to take up
the lead keel, we saw that it bent 40mm from the ’midship line,” Steinhusen remembers with a grimace.
That’s more than 11⁄2" out of true—a significant error.
The original builders at Bute Slip Dock had faired the
hull to the bent keel. The Robbe & Berking team corrected the lead with a hydraulic press. “It took 50 tons
of pressure,” says Steinhusen.
They also had to add lead to the old keel to trim the
boat correctly. “It was not the original weight of the
keel,” says Ingo. “We don’t know who cut out the lead or
why. But when we put her in the water, we knew she was
400kg (880 lbs) too light. It’s a question of the rule, not
of performance.”
The deck construction is a mixture of old and new
techniques. Sitka-spruce planking on the underside
mimics a traditional laid deck. “It’s very light,” explains
Steinhusen, “but very expensive to import from Canada.”
There is then a layer of marine plywood topped with
fiberglass and epoxy, followed by a glued-down layer of
Burma teak.
The team took a few liberties with JENETTA’s deck
gear, too. Almost nothing original had survived the
decades of neglect and sinking in Pitt Lake, so the team
at Robbe & Berking borrowed from JENETTA’s great
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JENETTA is launched into Flensburg Harbor. The tartan topside finish is in deference to Mylne; it is a vinyl wrap that will be
replaced by a painted finish in a year or two.
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contemporary rival—and the most successful classic
Twelve ever—VIM. The new boat has the same pioneering design of two-speed coffee grinder that the Americans introduced in 1939 to drive two big sheet winches
amidships. “Mylne was quite a fan of the American
designers, and I felt he would have thoroughly approved
of that,” says David Gray, naval architect with Mylne.
But her spars are hollow and built of Sitka spruce,
just as JENETTA’s were originally. Although VIM had a
lighter duralumin mast in 1939, Berking was not prepared to make such a big alteration in the name of better performance. The mast, which measures 86' long,
was built by one of Berking’s youngest employees, Björn
Höfer—his first solo project. “It is built in 12 segments,
shaped like an egg,” he told me after a day of foredeck
work on JENETTA . “At least two scarfs were necessary
because the planks are 39' in length.”

The International Rule required yachts to have a
functional interior, including a galley and a berth, and
JENETTA was no exception. “We copied VIM a little bit,”
says Steinhusen. “It’s the best design for the interior of
a 12-Meter, being smart, light, and without luxury.”
There are a table and two settee berths at the bottom of
the companionway, plus a galley and head farther forward, at the mast. In the forepeak are pipe cots for the
crew, leaving the space in between open for sail handling. “Before it was kind of British Baroque; now it’s
Boston-style, quite similar to VIM,” says Berking.
The new JENETTA’s topsides currently have a distinctive tartan vinyl-wrap finish, so she stands out on the
water even against the backdrop of a dozen other
12-Meters. The process involves squeegeeing a film of
vinyl over the hull, then using a heat gun to smooth out
imperfections. The pattern is a homage to Mylne, and
the idea had been to use the Mylne tartan. “But I talked
to Mylne’s granddaughter about it,” Berking said. “She
told me there was no family tartan.” Instead, Berking
undertook a bit of research to turn up a tartan local to
Glasgow, where Mylne lived and worked. “It is not meant
to be serious,” Berking said. “We will give the boat a
final paint job for next summer or the summer after.”
In her first races, the newly relaunched JENETTA outpaced
a large fleet when sailing upwind; this fleet included her
traditional rival, VIM (US 15), which is currently the European
Champion. VIM now hails from Copenhagen, and is in the
care of Robbe & Berking.
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JENETTA crosses tacks with SPHINX, another Robbe & Berking creation, at the 2019 Sterling Cup.

W

hen race day dawned at Robbe & Berking’s
Sterling Cup last year, the small marina at
Glücksberg on the Flensburg Fjord was bursting with 10 12-Meters, five 6-Meters, and more than a
dozen nippy little 5.5-Meter boats. In baking sunshine
and a shifty little breeze from the northeast, the racing
got off to a good, clean start. In a reversal of her prewar
fortunes, JENETTA beat her rival VIM to the mark on
the first windward leg, then extended her lead to five
boat lengths on the run, despite a slow spinnaker hoist.
She stretched out her lead on the remaining legs to
cross the line first, prompting a sigh of deep satisfaction from my host for the day, Oliver Berking. “It’s wonderful, isn’t it?” he said dreamily.
In the second race, JENETTA finished third, ahead
of VIM, and in the last race of the day, with thunderheads promising gusty winds and heavy rain, VIM and
JENETTA tussled all the way round, taking opposing
sides of the course. They were neck-and-neck on the
final downwind leg, but, just as she did in her disallowed Plymouth win of 1939, JENETTA drew fractionally ahead of VIM in the final 50 yards and took second
place after Cup winner WINGS.
After all the speculation about VIM’s better windward performance back in 1939, it was very interesting
to note just how fast the longer JENETTA performed
close-hauled. In this, her first race since launching, she
consistently overhauled the other boats. It adds weight
to the comments of Heckstall-Smith in Yachting World
of June 23, 1939, that the decisive difference between

VIM and the British 12-Meters was as much due to “the

skill of her owner, Mr. Vanderbilt, at his wheel and
the excellence of the VIM’s crew, the trimming of her
sheets, the accuracy of her maneuver.”
In that regard, her crew in Glücksberg were also
impressive, mastering the yacht with just a few days
aboard between her launching on May 25 and the start
of racing on June 13. As co-owner and helmsman Tomi
Müller told me: “We started to sail four days ago, so
we’ve only had six hours before we started racing.” All
he will say about the experience of co-ownership in a
syndicate is that “it is something you have to learn.”
They had intended to have the boat ready in time to
ship her to Newport, Rhode Island, for the long-awaited
World Championship last summer. But time was tight
and, since VIM was staying in Europe, the syndicate
decided to remain there on the classic scene.
Time will tell how well JENETTA performs. At the
recent European Championship in Marstrand, Sweden,
she missed three of the eleven races, knocking her back
to fourth place in the eight-strong fleet. But she still
finished third-place overall.
Perhaps none of that matters. Perhaps this story
is simply the rebirth of a beautiful yacht. As Oliver
Berking said, “Welcome back, JENETTA!”
Sam Fortescue is a Hamburg, Germany–based writer and editor
specializing in marine and lifestyle topics. He was editor of the U.K.based magazine Sailing Today for five years and is now a full-time
freelance journalist.
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